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Easy to use does not mean easy to manage. Support is never harder than when the developer has quit! The remote management features of this intuitive
and easily managed software suite make it possible to recover files and data on any Win XP or Vista computer. Hard Drive Recovery is a powerful,
fully featured and easy to manage data recovery product that supports all versions of Windows from Windows 95 and 98 to Windows XP and Vista. No
longer required to patch and support dozens of different applications, the solutions provided by Hard Drive Recovery make it possible to recover on
demand files and data on any Windows or Windows Server system using any version of FAT and NTFS file systems or any windows version. A simple
install and configuration wizard will install the Easy Recovery Wizard and the Remote Management Wizard that provide all the necessary information
and interfaces, make it possible to manage dozens of compatible devices and let Hard Drive Recovery run and recover data on any client Windows
computer or server! The wizards support all 32-bit editions of Windows from Windows 95 to Windows XP and Vista, and many drivers and filters can
be easily installed in a matter of seconds. The Easy Recovery Wizard is a powerful, easy to manage and reliable interface that supports: - Data recovery
from any Windows computer or server. - Data recovery on any operating system, file system and version of Windows from Windows 95 to Windows
XP and Vista. - Data recovery on any media storage device and peripheral. - All removable media such as memory cards, memory sticks, USB devices
and digital cameras. - Any logical or partitioned disk. - RAID and Dynamic disks. - Database and other specialized solutions. - Native and Common
files including all image, audio and video files, even digital photographs. - Advanced file searches, and a host of file system attributes. - Integrated
search and navigation wizards. - File preview before and after recovery with the Live Preview feature. - Automatic corrections to missing media and
dead file names. - Support for audio, images, videos and other binary files, as well as other media file formats from Microsoft Office to video files,
digital pictures, EXIF data and other special data types. The Remote Management Wizard is a compact, powerful and easily managed tool that supports
recovery on demand, from any computer or server with a Windows installation. The Remote Management Wizard provides the following functions: Remotely control Hard Drive Recovery from any Windows or Windows Server computer or server running Windows XP or Vista. - Remotely control
multiple recovered devices.
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The free version of this product includes 3 tools: Diskpart, Disk Undelete, SmartSearch and the Trial Mode - Not enough? Fine! Go get the full version
from the download section and get all the tools! Create your own interactive PDF easily and efficiently with the most advanced, easy-to-use and user
friendly Adobe Acrobat tools! Try "PDF Creator & Editor" for free, just try it out now! Browse the web anonymously, download files at high speed,
and share torrents. A variety of highly secure and convenient services like secure surfing and downloading files are supported by SAKULA. These
services are offered by a well-known company SAKULA and are completely safe for use. Feel free to experience them! Test Version: 5.7.1.339 or later
Browser: Internet Explorer 7.0 or later Verify to install the ActiveX control on your system. Click Install button to start the installation. License
Agreement SAKULA informs you of the following terms and conditions. Please read the following terms and conditions carefully before using this
software. The names of our companies SAKULA.TOOLS. SAKULA, INC. "SAKULA" and "our company" are registered trademarks of
SAKULA.TOOLS. YOU MUST READ AND AGREE TO ALL OF THE FOREGOING TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THIS
SOFTWARE. The Internet. Mozilla, Firefox, Gecko, Thunderbird, etc. are trademarks of the Mozilla Foundation. The software you are about to
download is "Intelligent Software and Content", which is a product of SAKULA, INC. This Intelligent Software is licensed, not sold, to the registered
user to download this software. The user will only have the right to use a single copy of the software on a single computer. In addition, the registered
user is required to agree to the terms below, and using this software without fully reading and understanding the terms below will constitute acceptance
of these terms. Intellectual property rights. This Intelligent Software will contain certain intellectual property rights, which are owned either by
SAKULA, INC. or its partners. The copyright of this software will be owned by SAKULA, INC. or its partners. The license to use this software will be
controlled by SAKULA, INC. and protected under United States 09e8f5149f
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Software installs easy and safe and you are ready to go to recover with most of the media and devices from dead system boot up. This software is easy
to use, the directions are easily understood and the instructions guide you through the process of recovering your data. Get the kind of media that is
easy to install and safe without data loss. You can recover with all kinds of data from dead systems boot up. This software is easy to use, the directions
are easily understood and the instructions guide you through the process of recovering your data. Recover the kind of media that is easy to install and
safe without data loss. Get this package that is easy to use, the directions are easily understood and the instructions guide you through the process of
recovering your data. Recover the kind of media that is easy to install and safe without data loss. Get this package that is easy to use, the directions are
easily understood and the instructions guide you through the process of recovering your data. Recover the kind of media that is easy to install and safe
without data loss. Get this package that is easy to use, the directions are easily understood and the instructions guide you through the process of
recovering your data. Recover the kind of media that is easy to install and safe without data loss. Get this package that is easy to use, the directions are
easily understood and the instructions guide you through the process of recovering your data. This software safely and easily recovers data from all
kinds of disk and media that was lost after reformatting or reinstalling. The data is located and retrieved without any data loss. However, to perform a
recovery, first you need to install this package on your dead system. This software safely and easily recovers data from all kinds of disk and media that
was lost after reformatting or reinstalling. The data is located and retrieved without any data loss. However, to perform a recovery, first you need to
install this package on your dead system. Recover the kind of media that is easy to install and safe without data loss. Get this package that is easy to use,
the directions are easily understood and the instructions guide you through the process of recovering your data. Recover the kind of media that is easy
to install and safe without data loss. Get this package that is easy to use, the directions are easily understood and the instructions guide you through the
process of recovering your data. Recover the kind of media that is easy
What's New In?

Scan, Check and Repair Damaged Drives and Partitions Fix Corrupted, Repaired or Deleted Drives Undelete Files and Recover Deleted Content
Deleted Files Recovery Tools Undelete and Recovery Windows XP Installation and Repair PC Recovery Software features professional and powerful
recovery techniques that enable you to repair corrupt, damaged, erased and lost partitions and retrieve lost files. Completely free, it allows you to
recover deleted files, folders and partitions. This error recovery software can scan, check, repair, undelete files and recover all Windows computer
systems from Windows 98 to Windows 10. Deleted Files Recovery&Deleted Windows Partition&Deleted Partition Repair Deleted file recovery
software works with all types of deleted files - emails, photos, documents, music, video, programs, movies, archives, many common files - and restores
them. This tool supports Windows 98/ME/2000/XP/Vista/Win7/Win8, Mac OSX 10.6 and Mac OSX 10.6. Scan, Check and Repair Damaged Drives
and Partitions This program scans, checks and repairs corrupted, damaged, or lost drives and partitions automatically and makes them bootable again.
The scanned disk or partition is analyzed with deep technology and then repaired. Scan, Check and Repair Damaged Drives and Partitions can also be
used to fix FAT32, NTFS and FAT16 (FAT12) partitions. You can even check the partition status for bad sectors. Repair Deleted Files, Recover
Deleted Windows Partition,Recover Lost Partition Use this computer data recovery software to check and repair corrupted, damaged or lost partitions
and files. You can also recover deleted files and folders. You just need to scan the disk or partition with this program and explore the list of files. You
will see many recovered files and folders, or you can view the details of each file. Recover Deleted Partition Find, Uninstall & Fix Damaged Programs
Repair Checked and Corrupted partition Repair Lost Partitions By using this software, you can check and repair your check-marked, damaged or
deleted partitions. Resize, Move and Restore Lost Drives Supporting all versions of Windows OS, this file and disk recovery tool helps you to format,
resize and restore corrupted, lost or deleted partitions and drives. You can easily
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, 8.1 (with 10 Fall Update), Windows 8 (with 10 Fall Update), Windows 7 (with 10 Fall Update) CPU: 2 GHz processor
Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9.0 graphics card (1 GB RAM recommended) DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 1 GB available space Additional
Notes: The video quality is adaptive, but it will reduce as video card requirements are insufficient. If a video card can not be detected, the driver will
automatically disable to
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